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1 Description and Goals

Text detection takes as input an image of a natural scene and returns bina-
rized crops of any text present in the scene. This is a crucial first step in
the process of extracting and understanding text in an image, which is im-
portant for a number of augmented reality applications such as Word Lens.

ISPs (Image Signal Processors) process the raw data off the image sen-
sor in digital cameras. Current ISPs only support fixed-function operations
like demosaicing and denoising. However, in my research I’m developing a
new architecture for programmable ISPs which is designed to support algo-
rithms like text detection. Algorithms that run on an ISP are limited by
the following constraints:

1. Camera sensor data is streamed through the ISP prior to writing it to mem-
ory. So, the algorithm can only access a subset of the image that it is able to
buffer on chip as the image is streamed through (typically ∼10 lines). The
programmer can make multiple ‘passes’ over the image (stream it though
memory multiple times), but this is costly and passes should be minimized.

2. The algorithm must exploit data parallelism to attain high throughput, so
the code must be vectorized.

In this project I will develop a novel text detection algorithm that fits
within the constraints of the ISP.

2 MSER Algorithm

Prior successful text detection algorithms have observed that text is often a
maximally stable extremal region (MSER) [?]. As a point of comparison, I
implemented a simplified variant of Chen ’11 in MATLAB:

1. Find MSERs in the image, using VLFeat library

2. Perform a stroke width transform as described in Chen ’11
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3. Label regions using bwlabel

4. Eliminate regions that are too large/small, have an unlikely w/h ratio, or
an inconsistant stroke width

Notice that I didn’t use canny edges to improve the MSER results; I
didn’t have any blurry images in my test set so I didn’t find this necessary.

3 ISP Algorithm

While the MSER algorithm does produce good results, it’s unclear how
to translate it directly to the ISP. In particular, existing MSER algorithms
aren’t amenable to vectorization, and would require a large number of passes
over the image [?]. Similarly, while the region labeling algorithm is fairly
straightforward in a serial processor, it’s unclear how to vectorize it.

To overcome these issues, I have designed a new text detection algorithm
that follows the same general methodology as the MSER algorithm, but
replaces individual steps with algorithms that are more amenable to an ISP
implementation.

3.1 Locally Adaptive Thresholding

I used the locally adaptive thresholding algorithm described by Shafait in-
stead of the MSER algorithm [?]. Some prior successful ICDAR contest
entries have used locally adaptive thresholding, so I think this is a reason-
able choice [?]. Shafait’s algorithm is particulary nice because it uses a
summed area table to calculate image statistics in a window, which decou-
ples the computation time from the window size. Prior work has shown
that a summed area table can be efficiently computed on a vector machine
without incuring extra ops than the serial algorithm [?]. However in my im-
plementation I used the standard serial algorithm to save engineering time.

Computing the SAT:
8 adds, 1 pow (per pixel in original image)
2 extra floats per pixel
1 pass through the image

If the window size fits within the on-chip buffer on the ISP, the extra pass
could be eliminated (but in this case there might be better ways to compute
the statistics). The SAT could probably be stored with reduced precision
without affecting the quality of the results, but I didn’t examine this.

Thresholding:
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Figure 1: Labeling results after Rake and Propagate steps

9 adds, 3 divides, 1 mul, 1 pow, 1 sqrt (per pixel)
(can be fused with region labeling)

3.2 Vectorized Approximate Region Labeling

Region labeling turned out to be the most challenging algorithm to imple-
ment in the ISP. First, existing region labeling algorithms are inherently
serial. Second, a binary image could potentially have an enormous number
of labels, up to width*height/2. Keeping data structures on chip to support
this many labels would quickly exhaust the on-chip buffering.

To vectorize region labeling I broke it into two phases, rake and propa-
gate, and made extensive use of vector atomic operations. In the rake phase,
I ‘rake’ a column-shaped vector lane of the image in the X direction. If the
image transitions from background to foregound I generate a new ID using
an atomic add, otherwise I keep the value in the previous pixel. In the
propagate phase, I traverse the image in the Y+, Y-, X+, or X- direction
and propage the label from the previous line. I use a rename table written
to with an atomic min to ensure that the whole line recieved a consistant
renaming. Notice that this algorithm is approximate: if a region leaves the
vector lane it can take a potentially unbounded number of propagate steps
for the correct label to fill the shape; in practice I found that 8 propagate
steps was sufficient.

Before labeling, I bring a block of the image (32x128 pixels) into memory
and run a full set of rake/propagate steps on only this block, which saves
having to do a 9 passes over the whole image. In the process of labeling, I
generate a table of region areas and bounding boxes to save having to build
these later for filtering.

Finally, after labeling the whole image, I run a filtering pass that elimi-
nates regions using the area and bounding box tables we generated, based
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on similar rules as the MSER algorithm.

To reduce the number of labels, I eliminte very small regions (<6 pixels)
after following propagation in each block, prior to the full filter pass. I do
not eliminate regions that touch the border of the block, because these are
potentially larger when you add their area in other blocks. In addition, if we
are ever in danger of running out of labels, I run a full filtering pass (which
will remove small regions that cross block boundaries, regions with unlikely
w/h ratios, etc). Using a high-quality algorithm to generate the labels will
typically result in a smaller number of labels and thus make region labeling
easier. Unfortunately, the local thresholding algorithm I choose often made
thousands of regions.

Per Block:
Labeling:

rake: 1 select, 1 atomic add (in some pixels)

Propagation:
8 traversals through block (Y+ Y-, X+, X-, twice)
total: 8 atomic min, 24 table lookups per pixel

Compute Bounding Boxes & Area:
2 adds, 2 min, 2 max per pixel
(fused with propagation)

Small Area Elimination:
1 table lookup per pixel
(fused with propagation)

Filtering:
4 adds, 3 divides, 4 branches per label
1 table lookup per pixel
n passes, typically 1 or 2 (extra filter passes run if labels run out)

Memory Usage:
L = 1024 in my implementation
L unsigned shorts for rename table (potentially less)
L unsigned shorts for area table
L*4 unsigned shorts for bounding box table
1 unsigned short per pixel to store label

Another possibility would be to do labeling/filtering only within blocks,
and not attempt to make labels globally consistant. In this scheme, we
would throw out regions on block boundaries. This would have a number
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of performance advantages: considerably fewer labels would be required (we
would only need enough labels for one block), and we could do 1-2 fewer
passes. However, text larger that the block size would often get discarded.
To solve this, I think you could build a scalespace pyramid, and then text
would fit within the block size of at least one of the pyramid levels. I
implemented this, but didn’t do a full evaluation because the algorithm
described above worked and I had limited time.

3.3 Summary

Adding up the cost of this algorithm, I think it is plausable that my algo-
rithm could be implemented in a programmable ISP. The amount of buffer-
ing required is larger than the buffering present on current ISPs, however I
think that future programmable ISPs will have more buffering by necessity.
Current GPUs support a number of atomic operations so I think it is likely
a programmable ISP would also support them.

Total Cost: 25 adds, 9 atomic, 13 special (sqrt, etc.), 26 table lookups
3-4 passes through memory
L*12 bytes lookup tables
9 extra bytes per pixel (1 short label, 2 floats for SAT)

4 Line Detection

Figure 2: The output of the ISP algorithm (left) and results after line de-
tection (right)
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A number of false positive regions remain after filtering regions based
on local properties (w/h ratio, etc). However, most of these false positives
will fail a higher-order filter that takes into account multiple regions: text
almost always occurs in a line with characters of similar size. I implemented
this algorithm for line detection:

For a l l p a i r s a , b o f r e g i o n s :
Compute ra t i o , areaRatio , and d i s t ance between a , b ;
i f ( r a t i o > minRatio &&

areaRat io > minAreaRatio &&
d i s t anc e < charSpacing ) :

found = 2 ;
For a l l other c r e g i o n s :

compute ra t i o , areaRatio , and d i s t ance between a , c and b , c ;
i f ( ( acRatio>minRatio &&

acAreaRatio>minAreaRatio &&
acDistance<charSpacing ) | |
( bcRatio>minRatio &&
bcAreaRatio>minAreaRatio &&
bcDistance<charSpacing ) ) :

found++
i f ( found>minMatches ) :

Mark a , b as t ext

Given the branchy nature of this algorithm, I don’t think it would be well
suited to implementation on an ISP. However, I think it could be farily easily
optimized for real-time performance on the CPU or GPU. For example,
regions could be placed in a quadtree structure to accelerate finding regions
within a certain distance, etc. I did not attempt to optimized my code at
all; it is horribly brute force but still only has an average runtime of 1.1
second.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the effect of my optimizations and approximations, I will exam-
ine the precision/recall and performance of two algorithms:

mser - my implementation of the MSER algorithm described in section
2 in MATLAB
isp - my implementation of the ISP algorithm described in section 3 in a C
simulator that simulates the restrictions of the ISP described in section 1.
My simulator was not tuned for runtime performance on the CPU.

I tested the algorithms on 10 images from the ICDAR 2005 competition
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dataset that I thought were representative of commen text detection situa-
tions [?]. I manually created a binarization for these images (the ‘reference’).
If a region in the result overlaps multiple regions in the reference, I counted
it is a false positive. Of the remaining regions, I counted all result regions
that overlap one reference region as a single true positive. This metric is
intended to make precision and recall refer to ’# of characters correct / #
found’. To calculate the precision/recall curve, I tested 6̃0k sets of algorithm
parameters and kept only the best settings (those with the highest precision
for a given recall).
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6 Results
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Figure 3: isp precision is worse than mser, but is higher performance. Ideas
about how to improve isp performance are given in ??
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Figure 4: A selection of images from test dataset for MSER and ISP algo-
rithm

By wall clock time, mser took 14 seconds per frame, and isp took 0.9
seconds, a 15x improvement (however, this isn’t exactly a fair comparison
because neither was tuned for performance). Computation time on an ISP
is bounded by the time it takes to read in the image, so I would expect my
algorithm to take roughly the time it takes to read in the image 3-4 times.

7 Future Work

I was disappointed by the precision and recall of my ISP algorithm, however
I think this could be improved significantly without major changes. I found
that the parameters for the adaptive thresholding algorithm (k, window
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size) aren’t consistant over different images. When I set these parameters
manually for a given image I was able to get great results, however when my
script optimized the parameters it chose one set for 10 images which yielded
poor results. The parameters for the MSER algorithm were more consistant
across images. I think it should be fairly straightforward to come up with a
heuristic for setting the parameters for a given image, or tweak the adaptive
thresholding algorithm to be more consistant.

There are a few more tweaks I would like if I had more time. In partic-
ular, my grayscale conversion (magnitude in rgb space) wasn’t particularly
high quality, so some text that was clearly distinct in color ended up having
a similar gray value. I think I could get much better results with a more
sophisticated grayscale conversion (or running the algorithm separately on
different channels). Furthermore, I considered faking the stroke width trans-
form from the MSER algorithm in various ways to boost precision, but didn’t
do a full evaluation to see if anything helped and left it disabled for the fi-
nal results. Finally, it would be interested to fully evaulate the scalespace
pyramid approach proposed in section 3.2, because I think this could yield
much better performance characteristics without decreasing the quality of
results.
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